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Abstract
In the present paper we generalize the divide lying in the unit disk, introduced by A’Campo, to compact,
oriented, smooth surfaces, and prove a .bration theorem for generalized divides. As a consequence, we will
show that, for any link L in the tangent circle bundle Y to the compact surface, there exists an additional
knot K such that the link L ∪ K is the binding of a “positive” open book decomposition of Y .
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1. Introduction
An open book decomposition of a closed 3-manifold is the following: Let S be a compact
2-dimensional manifold with boundary @S and h an automorphism of S which is the identity on
@S. Now take S × [0; 1] and identify (h(x); 0) with (x; 1) for x∈ S and (y; 0) with (y; t) for y∈ @S
and all t ∈ [0; 1]. If a closed, oriented 3-manifold can be obtained by such an identi.cation, we say
it has an open book decomposition. The manifold S is called the page and its boundary @S is called
the binding. The binding is an 1-dimensional manifold embedded in the 3-manifold, so in other
words it is a *bered link. In the present paper we study only closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifolds.
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A well-known classical theorem of Alexander [6] states that every closed, orientable 3-manifold
has an open book decomposition. A subsequent question is what kinds of open book decompositions
a (or a special class of) closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold has (cf. [7,27]).
In the present paper we focus on the monodromy diGeomorphism of the open book decomposition.
A Dehn twist on a simple closed curve C in an oriented, smooth 2-dimensional manifold S is a
diGeomorphism obtained by cutting S along C, twisting 2 and re-gluing. A Dehn twist is positive
(or right-handed) if a short segment on S transversal to C turns to the right after the twist. For
example, the .ber of the Milnor .bration [25] of a quadratic singularity in C2 is an annulus and its
monodromy diGeomorphism is a positive Dehn twist along the core curve of this annulus. An open
book decomposition is positive if its monodromy consists of the product of positive Dehn twists
along some simple closed curves in the page.
In [13], it is proved that for any link L in S3 there exists an additional link L such that L∪ L′ is
a .bered link in S3 with positive monodromy. Moreover, it is easy to prove that the additional link
L can be replaced by an additional knot K (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.1 below). The aim of the
present paper is to show the same assertion for tangent circle bundles to compact, oriented, smooth
surfaces. First, we consider the case where the surface is closed.
Theorem 1.1. Let ST (g) be the tangent circle bundle to a closed, oriented, smooth surface g of
genus-g, where g¿ 0. Then for any link in ST (g) there exists an additional knot K such that
L ∪ K is the binding of a positive open book decomposition of ST (g).
If the surface has boundary components, we study the 3-manifold obtained from the tangent circle
bundle to that surface by zipping the circle over each point in the boundary components to a point.
A manifold obtained from this construction is either S3 or a connected sum of a .nite number of
copies of S1×S2. As we mentioned, the existence of positive open book decompositions of S3 along
arbitrary links is known in [13], while the same assertion for connected sums of S1 × S2 is new.
Theorem 1.2. For any link L in #mS1 × S2, where m∈N, there exists an additional knot K such
that L ∪ K is the binding of a positive open book decomposition of #mS1 × S2.
Here #mS1 × S2 is the connected sum of m copies of S1 × S2.
To prove the main theorems, we will study the image of a generic, relative immersion of a .nite
number of copies of the unit interval or the unit circle into the genus-g surface g;n with n boundary
components. We will call this a divide. A divide was originally de.ned in the unit disk by A’Campo
[4] as a generalization of real morsi.cation theory of complex plane curve singularities [1,2,15–17].
Each divide in the unit disk determines a link in S3. In [3], A’Campo proved that this link is .bered
with positive monodromy diGeomorphism if the divide is connected. He also proved that the link
of an isolated, complex plane curve singularity in the sense of [25] is ambient isotopic to the link
of the divide consisting of the same immersed curves as a real morsi.cation of that singularity. In
the present paper we generalize the divide in the unit disk to the one in the genus-g surface g;n,
give a generalized de.nition of associated links in the tangent circle bundle to g;n with zipping
the circles over the boundary if it exists, and prove a .bration theorem for divides satisfying some
conditions. This .bration will be regarded as the desired positive open book decomposition of the
(zipped) tangent circle bundle. In the next step we regard the immersed curves of a divide as a
regular front (cf. [9]) and observe relation between the link of the divide and the Legendrian link
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of this regular front. This regular front helps us to control the link in the (zipped) tangent circle
bundle and we will get the positive open book decomposition asserted in the main theorems. We
note that the same strategy is used in [13] to prove the same assertion for S3.
We organize the present paper as follows. In Section 2, we de.ne a divide, its admissible con-
dition, a Morse function associated with an admissible divide, and its almost complexi.ed Morse
function. After these preparations we de.ne a thickened genus-g surface, and then give the de.nition
of the link of an admissible divide. In Section 3, we introduce a Lefschetz .bration and prove a
.bration theorem for admissible divides. That this .bration has a positive monodromy will also be
clari.ed in this section. In Section 4, we show relation between the link of an admissible divide and
the set of tangent vectors to that divide. In Section 5, we introduce a regular front on the genus-g
surface g;n and prove the existence of a regular front representative of any link in the (zipped) tan-
gent circle bundle, up to ambient isotopy. Section 6 is devoted to the proof of the main theorems. In
Section 7, we align related, recent results in the study of Stein .llability and give a question for the
future.
2. A Morse function associated with an admissible divide in g;n
Let g be a closed, oriented, smooth, genus-g surface and g;n a compact surface obtained from
g by removing n open disks. Here g; n¿ 0. We denote the boundary of g;n by @g;n.
Denition 2.1. A divide P in g;n is the image of a generic, relative immersion of a .nite number
of copies of the unit interval or the unit circle into g;n. Each image of the unit interval (resp.
circle) is called an interval (resp. circle) component of P. The generic and relative conditions are
the following:
(i) the image has neither self-tangent points nor triple points;
(ii) each endpoint of an interval component lies in @g;n and the interval component intersects @g;n
at the endpoints transversely;
(iii) a circle component does not intersect @g;n.
An edge of P is the closure of a component of P \ {double points} and a region of P is a
component of g;n \ P. If a region of P is bounded by only P then it is called an interior region,
and otherwise it is called an exterior region. For each exterior region, its intersection with @g;n is
called the outside boundary.
Denition 2.2. A divide P in g;n is admissible if it satis.es the following:
(iv) P is connected;
(v) each interior region of P is simply connected;
(vi) each exterior region of P is either simply connected or an annulus such that one boundary
component is a component of @g;n and the other is contained in P;
(vii) P allows a checkerboard coloring, that is, a coloring with two colors, black and write, such
that if two regions of P share an edge of P in their boundaries then they are painted with
diGerent colors.
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In case where g= 0 and n= 1 (i.e., g;n is a disk), a divide P is admissible if and only if it is
connected. Note that this “connected” condition is needed, in [3], for the link associated with P to
be .bered.
Let Ug;n be a small open neighborhood of g;n in g if n¿ 1, and otherwise we de.ne Ug;0 =
g;0 = g. A Morse function f : Ug;n → R is a function which has only quadratic singularities. A
maximum (resp. saddle and minimum) of f is a quadratic singularity with Morse index −2 (resp.
0 and 2). A level set (or an r-level set) of f is the set in Ug;n given by Xr := {x∈Ug;n |f(x) = r}
for r ∈R. In particular, if r is a regular value then Xr consists of disjoint smooth curves in Ug;n and
if r is a critical value of only saddle singularities then Xr consists of immersed curves in Ug;n.
We remark here about notation. Let (x1; x2) be local coordinates in a small open neighborhood of a
point in Ug;n. In the present paper we distinguish the notations fP(x) and fP(x1; x2) as follows: fP(x)
is a function with a variable x∈Ug;n as usual while fP(x1; x2) means the same function but restricted
to the small open neighborhood with coordinates (x1; x2). The same rule may be applied to other
functions from Ug;n to R and also from T (Ug;n) to C, where T (Ug;n) is the tangent bundle to Ug;n.
Denition 2.3. Let P be an admissible divide P in g;n and .x a checkerboard coloring of g;n \P.
A Morse function fP associated with P is a Morse function fP : Ug;n → R which satis.es the
following:
(1) 0∈R is either a regular value or a critical value of only saddle singularities of fP so that the
immersed curve X0 := {x∈Ug;n |fP(x) = 0} coincides with P in g;n.
So, hereafter we use for X0 the same convention as P and also assume that the same coloring as P
is assigned to the regions of X0.
(2) Each interior region of X0 with black (resp. write) color contains one maximum (resp. min-
imum) of fP and, in its small neighborhood with coordinates (x1; x2), fP is locally given by
fP(x1; x2) = x21 + x
2
2 (resp. fP(x1; x2) =−x21 − x22).
(3) Each double point of X0 corresponds to a saddle of fP and, in its small neighborhood with
coordinates (x1; x2), fP is locally given by fP(x1; x2) = x21 − x22.
(4) There are no singularities of fP in g;n other than those in (2) and (3).
(5) If the outside boundary of an exterior region of X0 is exactly a component of @g;n then the
outside boundary is a level set of fP.
(6) If an exterior region of X0 is not in case (5) then there is just one point, in its outside boundary,
at which a level set of fP intersects @g;n tangentially.
Lemma 2.4. For any admissible divide in g;n there exists a Morse function fP : Ug;n → R asso-
ciated with P.
Proof. Set a checkerboard coloring of the regions of P. We will make a desired Morse function fP
such that fP(x) = 0 if x lies in X0 and fP(x)¿ 0 (resp. fP(x)¡ 0) if x lies in a black (resp. write)
colored region. First, it is easy to construct the part of fP in a small neighborhood of each double
point of X0. For example, the Morse function h : R2 → R given by h(x1; x2) = x1x2 has the same
con.guration in a small neighborhood U of the origin. Clearly, this singularity is a saddle. Note
that the set {(x1; x2)∈U | x1x2 = 0} corresponds to the normal crossing of X0 at the double point.
Since each interior region of P is simply connected and the boundary of this region is contained
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in the 0-level set X0, we can also construct the part of fP in this region such that the level sets of
fP converge to a point in it. Note that the limit point of the convergent level-circles is a maximum
(resp. minimum) of fP if the color assigned is black (resp. write). The exterior region part of the
desired function fP is constructed as follows: By conditions (iv) and (vi), each exterior region of P
is either simply connected with a simply connected outside boundary, or an annulus. In the former
case, let " denote the boundary of that region, # the outside boundary, and set $ := " \ #. Note that
$ is also simply connected. Since $ is contained in the 0-level set X0, we can construct the part of
fP in this region such that the level sets of fP go out passing through # with satisfying the desired
condition (6) in De.nition 2.3. In the latter case, one boundary component #′ of the annulus is the
outside boundary of that region, which is a component of @g;n, and the other boundary component
$′ is a polygonal circle contained in the 0-level set X0. Hence we can also construct the part of fP
in this region such that the level sets of fP go out passing through the outside boundary #′ with
satisfying condition (5).
Let ai, i = 1; : : : ; ‘, be the critical points of fP. Suppose that Wi = {x∈Ug;n | |x − ai|¡ri}, for
some ri ¿ 0, is the small neighborhood of ai introduced in condition (2) or (3) above, and set
W ′i ={x∈Ug;n | |x−ai|¡r′i}, where ri ¿ r′i ¿ 0. Let ) : Ug;n → [0; 1] be a positive C∞-diGerentiable
bump function such that )(x) = 0 for x∈Ug;n \
⋃‘
i=1 Wi, )(x) = 1 for x∈
⋃‘
i=1 W
′
i , and each r-level
set of )(x), 0¡r¡ 1, is a union of circles parallel to the annuli
⋃‘
i=1(Wi \W ′i ). Now we de.ne a
function FP from T (Ug;n) to C, almost according to [3,4], by
FP(x; u) := fP(x) + idfP(x)(u)− 12 )(x)HfP(x)(u; u); (2.1)
where x∈Ug;n, T (Ug;n) is the tangent bundle to Ug;n, Tx(Ug;n) is the set of tangent vectors to Ug;n
at x, u∈Tx(Ug;n), i =
√−1, dfP(x) is the diGerential and HfP(x) is the Hessian of fP at x∈Ug;n.
We will call FP the almost complexi*ed Morse function of fP, or an almost complexi*ed Morse
function associated with P (cf. Lemma 2.6 and Remark 2.8 below). We will deal with FP and fP
as a pair and so, hereafter, when FP is introduced we implicitly assume that there is a pre-de.ned
real Morse function fP associated with P which induces FP by (2.1).
Now we thicken g;n in T (Ug;n) ⊂ T (g). In case where @g;n is not empty, for a suNciently
small ,¿ 0, let A,(g;n) be a small neighborhood of @g;n in g;n with width ,¿ 0. In case where
@g;n is empty we de.ne A,(g;n) to be also empty. Set
B,(g;n) := g;n \ A,(g;n);
and thicken it as
Bˆ,; /(g;n) := {(x; u)∈T (Ug;n) | x∈B,(g;n); u∈Tx(Ug;n); |u|6 /};
where /¿ 0. Set ",(g;n) := @A,(g;n) \ @g;n and de.ne the set Aˆ,; /(g;n) by
Aˆ,; /(g;n) :=
{
(x; u)∈T (Ug;n) | x∈A,(g;n); u∈Tx(Ug;n);
|u|2
/2
+
d(x; ",(g;n))2
,2
6 1
}
:
We then de.ne a thickened surface N,;/(g;n) of g;n in T (Ug;n) by the union
N,;/(g;n) := Aˆ,; /(g;n) ∪ Bˆ,; /(g;n): (2.2)
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Since the width , of the annuli A,(g;n) is not important in our discussion, hereafter we omit the
symbol , from N,;/(g;n) and denote it simply by N/(g;n).
Remark 2.5. We will study later the boundary @N/(g;n) of N/(g;n), which is a closed, oriented,
smooth 3-manifold. In case where n = 0, the corresponding 3-manifold @N/(g;n) is the tangent
circle bundle to the surface g;n = g. If g = 0 and n = 1 then it is a divide in the unit disk and
the corresponding 3-manifold @N/(g;n) is S3. If n¿ 0 and g+ n¿ 1 then @N/(g;n) is #mS1 × S2,
where m=2g+n−1. We will prove the assertion stated in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 for the 3-manifolds
@N/(g;n), which includes proofs of both Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Lemma 2.6. For any su9ciently small /¿ 0, it is satis*ed that a point in N/(g;n) is a critical
point of FP if and only if it lies in g;n and is a critical point of fP. Moreover, for each critical point
ai ∈g;n ⊂ N/(g;n), there are local coordinates (x1; x2; u1; u2) in N/(g;n) centered at the critical
point ai such that FP(x1; x2; u1; u2) =fP(x1 + iu1; x2 + iu2). In other words, FP is a complexi*cation
of fP around these critical points.
Proof. Let ai0 be a maximum of fP for some 16 i06 ‘. From (2.1) and )(x1; x2) ≡ 1, FP is locally
given by
FP(x1; x2; u1; u2) = (x21 + x
2
2) + 2i(x1u1 + x2u2)− (u21 + u22)
= (x1 + iu1)2 + (x2 + iu2)2:
Thus the assertion follows. The proofs for the cases of a saddle and a minimum are analogous, so
we omit them.
The regularity at a point (x; u)∈N/(g;n) with x∈g;n \
⋃‘
i=1 Wi can be proved by checking the
rank of the Jacobian matrix of the real and imaginary parts of FP.
Finally, we prove the regularity at a point (x; u)∈N/(g;n) with x∈Wi0 \W ′i0 for 16 i06 ‘. We
assume that ai0 is a maximum of fP. The proof which we now present also works for the case where
it is a saddle or a minimum, so we omit their proofs. From condition (2), in Wi0 , fP is locally given
by fP(x1; x2) = x21 + x
2
2, so FP is given by
FP(x1; x1; u1; u2) = (x21 + x
2
2) + 2i(x1u1 + x2u2)
−)(x1; x2)(u21 + u22);
where (x1; x2; u1; u2) are local coordinates in the tangent bundle to Wi0 centered at the critical point
ai0 . Hence its Jacobian matrix is given by

2x1 − (@)=@x1)(u21 + u22) u1
2x2 − (@)=@x2)(u21 + u22) u2
2)u1 x1
2)u2 x2

 : (2.3)
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Now we assume that the rank of this matrix is less than 2 and derive a contradiction. Since (x1; x2) =
(0; 0) in Wi0 \W ′i0 , the rank has to be 1. Then, from the last two rows, we can put(
u1
u2
)
= 2
(
x1
x2
)
; (2.4)
where 2 is a real number which depends on (x1; x2; u1; u2). Since (u1; u2) satis.es u21 + u
2
2 = /
2 and
x21+x
2
2 is larger than the minimal radius r
′
i0 ¿ 0 of W
′
i0 , we can assume by choosing /¿ 0 suNciently
small that |2| is suNciently small with respect to, in particular, )(x1; x2). By substituting (2.4) for
matrix (2.3), we have

2x1 − (@)=@x1)22(x21 + x22) 2x1
2x2 − (@)=@x2)22(x21 + x22) 2x2
2)2x1 x1
2)2x2 x2

 :
From the determinants of the .rst–third rows and the second–fourth rows,
2(1− )22)
(
x21
x22
)
= 22(x21 + x
2
2)
(
(@)=@x1)x1
(@)=@x2)x2
)
;
and hence we have
2(1− )22)(x21 + x22) = 22(x21 + x22)
(
@)
@x1
x1 +
@)
@x2
x2
)
: (2.5)
Since )(x1; x2) is a positive bump function centered at the origin, the inner product of the gradient
vector t(@)=@x1; @)=@x2) and the radius vector t(x1; x2) is always negative. Thus the right-hand side
of (2.5) is negative. However, by choosing /¿ 0 suNciently small so that 2 satis.es 1 − )22¿ 0,
the left-hand side of (2.5) becomes positive. This is a contradiction.
Denition 2.7. A link L(FP; /) of an admissible divide P in g;n with respect to a complexi.ed
Morse function FP associated with P is the link in @N/(g;n) de.ned by
L(FP; /) := @N/(g;n) ∩ F−1P (0);
where @N/(g;n) is the boundary of N/(g;n) and /¿ 0 is assumed to be suNciently small with
respect to FP.
It will be proved later that the link L(FP; /) of an admissible divide P is independent of the choice
of the complexi.ed Morse function FP associated with P if /¿ 0 is suNciently small with respect
to FP. See Corollary 4.3 below.
Remark 2.8. The tangent bundle to a Riemannian manifold admits an almost KQahler structure natu-
rally determined by its Riemannian connection. In cases where n¿ 0 or 1;1 = R2=Z2, the surfaces
admit structures of Riemannian manifolds with vanishing curvature and the almost complexi.ed
Morse function FP can be replaced by the complexi.cation of fP induced by that KQahler structure.
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3. Lefschetz brations of admissible divides
Let M be a compact, connected, oriented, smooth 4-dimensional manifold. A Lefschetz *bration
 : M → 4 over a disk 4 is a map such that
• each critical point a of  lies in the interior of M and admits a coordinate neighborhood with
complex valued coordinates z := (z1; z2) consistent with the given orientation of M ;
• in a small neighborhood of each critical point a, the map  is locally given by the form (z) =
(a) + z21 + z
2
2;
• the orientation of (z) is consistent with that of 4;
• each .ber −1(c), c∈4 \ @4, intersects @M transversely;
• −1(@4) is contained in @M .
It should be noted that the Lefschetz .bration which we will deal with may have a singular .ber
which has several critical points.
Proposition 3.1. Let P be an admissible divide in g;n and FP an almost complexi*ed Morse
function associated with P. Then, for a su9ciently small /¿ 0 with respect to FP, there exists a
Lefschetz *bration  : N/(g;n)→ 4 over a disk 4, containing the origin 0∈C in its interior, such
that
• the restriction of  to N/(g;n) ∩ F−1P (47) satis*es the identity
|N/(g; n)∩F−1P (47) = FP|N/(g; n)∩F−1P (47);
where 47 := {c∈C | |c|6 7} ⊂ 4 for a su9ciently small 7¿ 0 with respect to / and 4. In
particular,
−1(0) ∩ @N/(g;n) = F−1P (0) ∩ @N/(g;n)= : L(FP; /);
• the quadratic singularities of  correspond to those of FP.
We .rst prepare a Lefschetz .bration over the disk 47 probably with one singular .ber, and then
attach suitable 2-handles to that .bration so as to obtain the desired Lefschetz .bration.
Lemma 3.2. For a su9ciently small 7¿ 0 with respect to /, the restricted map
FP|N/(g; n)∩F−1P (47) : N/(g;n) ∩ F
−1
P (47)→ 47 (3.1)
is a Lefschetz *bration over 47, possibly with one singular *ber over 0∈47.
Proof. Since FP has only quadratic singularities by Lemma 2.6, it is enough to show that F−1(47)
intersects the boundary @N/(g;n) transversely. The transversality in a small neighborhood of each
quadratic singularity follows from the cone structure of hypersurface singularities (see [25]). The
transversality at a point near the boundary @g;n follows from the fact that the 0-level set X0 of fP
intersects @g;n transversely. The transversality at a point not included in the above two cases is
clear from the regularity of fP. That the possible singular .ber of this .bration is only over 0∈47
follows also from Lemma 2.6.
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Before going into the proof of Proposition 3.1, we would like to explain brieRy the handle
decomposition of a 4-manifold M , which allows a Lefschetz .bration  : M → 4 over a disk 4,
associated with that .bration. The situation which we are going to deal with is similar to [5], though
in our case there may be one singular .ber which has several critical points. A general theory is
written, for instance, in [20].
Let c0 be a point in the interior of the disk 4. Remark that in case where c0 is a critical value of
, its singular .ber −1(c0) may have several critical points. For the (other) critical values c1; : : : ; cm
of , we assume that each singular .ber −1(ci), i = 1; : : : ; m, has only one critical point. Note
that c1; : : : ; cm also lie in the interior of 4. Let Bi, i = 1; : : : ; m, be a suNciently small ball centered
at the unique critical point in −1(ci), which is called a Milnor ball (cf. [25]). Choose a small
disk Vi centered at ci, for each i = 0; 1; : : : ; m, so that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ if i = j and Vi ⊂ (Bi) for
i = 1; : : : ; m. Also choose a simple arc si in 4, for i = 1; : : : ; m, connecting c0 with ci such that
si ∩ sj = c0 for i = j and V0 ∩ si, Vi ∩ si and (Bi)∩ si are simply connected for i= 1; : : : ; m. Let bi,
i=1; : : : ; m, be a suNciently small, with respect to V0 and Vi, compact neighborhood of si. Clearly,
M is homeomorphic to −1(V0
⋃m
i=1(Vi ∪ bi)).
Now consider the handle decomposition
−1
(
V0
m⋃
i=1
(Vi ∪ bi)
)
=
(
−1
(
V0
m⋃
i=1
(Vi ∪ bi)
)∖
m⋃
i=1
B◦i
)
m⋃
i=1
(−1(Vi ∪ bi) ∩ Bi);
where B◦i is the interior of Bi. Note that the .rst piece (−1(V0
⋃m
i=1(Vi ∪ bi)) \
⋃m
i=1 B
◦
i ) is homeo-
morphic to −1(V0). Since the glue-face to which the handle −1(Vi∪bi)∩Bi is attached is a family
of Milnor .bers over an interval and the Milnor .ber is homeomorphic to an annulus, the glue-face
is homeomorphic to D2 × S1. Thus we conclude that −1(Vi ∪ bi) ∩ Bi is a 2-handle.
Conversely, a 2-handle attaching along a vanishing cycle of such a quadratic singularity yields
a new Lefschetz .bration over a disk. This fact will be used in the proof of Proposition 3.1. A
topological, and general, condition for a 2-handle attaching to yields a new Lefschetz .bration is
written in [5], see Remark 1 in that paper.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. As we announced before, we construct the desired Lefschetz .bration
from .bration (3.1) by attaching 2-handles. The boundary of the Lefschetz .bration (3.1) to which
2-handles will be attached is the intersection F−1P (@47) ∩ N/(g;n), where @47 is the boundary of
the disk 47. The 2-handles will be attached along simple closed curves in this boundary. We now
show these curves explicitly on g;n. The .bers over 7ei0; 7ei ∈ @47 appear on g;n as level sets
of the real Morse function fP and the restriction of these level sets to each interior region of P
in g;n is a level-circle. This level-circle converges to a maximum or minimum of fP as the value
of fP goes to that critical value. Hence this is a vanishing cycle of the quadratic singularity of
FP corresponding to the maximum or minimum. Put a 2-handle in the position of the disk in g;n
bounded by that level-circle and glue it to .bration (3.1). Since the framing of the handle attach-
ing is determined by the quadratic singularity corresponding to that vanishing cycle, this handle
attaching yields a new Lefschetz .bration over a disk. We apply such 2-handle attachings for all
interior regions of P. Here we assume, to adjust the Lefschetz .bration to our convention, that the
critical values of the quadratic singularities of these 2-handle attachings are mutually diGerent. Note
that this assumption is essentially not needed since the vanishing cycles along which 2-handles are
attached are mutually disjoint. By the same reason, we can observe that the result of these 2-handle
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attachings is independent of their order. It is clear that the obtained 4-manifold by these 2-handle at-
tachings is homeomorphic to N/(g;n), and thus, this induces a Lefschetz .bration of N/(g;n) over a
disk 4.
The Lefschetz .bration  : N/(g;n) → 4 in Proposition 3.1 induces, on its boundary, a positive
open book decomposition of @N/(g;n) over the circle @4 whose binding is L(FP; /) := F−1P (0) ∩
@N/(g;n). We now describe the monodromy of this open book decomposition explicitly by using
the con.guration of the immersed curves of the admissible divide P in g;n.
Set c0 := 0∈C. The .ber −1(c0) may have critical points, each of which corresponds to a
double point of P. In particular, c0 is a regular value if and only if P has no double points. Since
each 2-handle is attached along a level-circle in either a black colored region (i.e., fP(x)¿ 0) or
a write colored region (i.e., fP(x)¡ 0), we can assume that the corresponding critical value of 
lies in either R+ := {r ∈R | r ¿ 0} or R− := {r ∈R | r ¡ 0}. We denote the critical values in R+
(resp. R−) by (c;+1; : : : ; cm) (resp. (c1; : : : ; c;)) and assume ci ¡ cj if 0¡i¡j. Note that ci = cj if
i = j by our convention of Lefschetz .bration. Set V0 := 47, choose a small compact neighborhood
Vi of ci, i = 1; : : : ; m, so that Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ if i = j, and connect c0 with ci, i = 1; : : : ; m, by a
simple arc si as before. We additionally assume that s;+1; : : : ; sm (resp. s1; : : : ; s;) are contained in
H+ := {c∈C |Re[c]¿ 0} (resp. H− := {c∈C |Re[c]6 0}) and aligned in the clockwise order in
H+ (resp H−). Let bi, i=1; : : : ; m, be a small compact neighborhood of si as before. In this situation,
the base disk 4 of the Lefschetz .bration  : N/(g;n)→ 4 is 4 := V0
⋃m
i=1(Vi ∪ bi).
Set cˆ0 := 7e3i=2 ∈ @V0, which is a regular value of . We will use cˆ0 as a base point of loops of
homotopy in 4\⋃mi=0 ci. The monodromy of the open book decomposition of @N/(g;n) is equivalent
to the monodromy of the .bration |−1(@4) along the loop $ starting from cˆ0, rounding @4 in the
counterclockwise orientation, and arriving at cˆ0.
To decompose this monodromy into a product of positive Dehn twists, we homotope $ in 4\⋃mi=0 ci
as follows. Set V ′0 := {c∈C | |c|6 7=2} ⊂ V0 and let p0 be the straight arc connecting cˆ0 with the
point (7=2)e3i=2 ∈ @V ′0. Choose a simple arc pi, i=1; : : : ; m, connecting cˆ0 with a point in bi∩@Vi such
that the interior p◦i of pi lies in H+∩(V0∪bi)\(V ′0∪Vi) if i∈{;+1; : : : ; m} and H−∩(V0∪bi)\(V ′0∪Vi)
if i∈{1; : : : ; ;}, and p◦i ∩p◦j =∅ if i = j. Denote by $0 (resp. $i) the loop starting from the base point
cˆ0, going along the arc p0 (resp. pi), rounding the circle @V ′0 (resp. @Vi) in the counterclockwise
orientation, and going back to cˆ0 along the arc p0 (resp. pi) again. Then the composition
$1 ◦ · · · ◦ $; ◦ $0 ◦ $;+1 ◦ · · · ◦ $m
is homotopic to $ in 4 \⋃mi=0 ci, see Fig. 1. Here we read the composite words from the right to
the left.
The monodromy T0 along $0 is equivalent to that of .bration (3.1) around the possible unique
critical value. It is clear that T0 consists of the product of positive Dehn twists of the quadratic
singularities in −1(c0), each of which corresponds to a double point of the admissible divide P
in g;n. Note that since the vanishing cycles of these quadratic singularities are disjoint, T0 is
independent of the order of these positive Dehn twists. The monodromy along $i, i = 1; : : : ; m, is a
positive Dehn twist since it corresponds to a quadratic singularity of . Let T+ (resp. T−) denote the
monodromy along the product $;+1 ◦ · · · ◦ $m (resp. $1 ◦ · · · ◦ $;). Since each vanishing cycle of these
singularities lies in an interior region of P in g;n these cycles are also disjoint, and hence T+ (resp.
T−) is independent of the order of $;+1; : : : ; $m (resp. $1; : : : ; $;). We note that each positive Dehn
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Fig. 1. Homotope $ and decompose the monodromy into a product of positive Dehn twists. The painted region is the disk
4. We omitted to draw the possible loops $2; : : : ; $;−1 (resp. $;+2; : : : ; $m−1) between $1 and $; (resp. $;+1 and $m).
twist in T+ (resp. T−) corresponds to a black (resp. write) colored interior region of the admissible
divide P in g;n.
Summarizing, the monodromy of the .bration in Proposition 3.1 can be described as follows,
without proof.
Proposition 3.3. The monodromy of the open book decomposition of @N/(g;n), constructed as the
boundary of the Lefschetz *bration  : N/(g;n) → 4 described in Proposition 3.1, consists of
a product of positive Dehn twists of the quadratic singularities of  in N/(g;n). Moreover, the
monodromy can be decomposed into three pieces T− ◦ T0 ◦ T+, where T+ (resp. T0 and T−) is
the product of positive Dehn twists of quadratic singularities of  corresponding to maxima (resp.
saddles and minima) of fP.
Thus, as a consequence of the above propositions, we conclude the following:
Theorem 3.4. Let P be an admissible divide in g;n and FP an almost complexi*ed Morse function
associated with P. Then, for a su9ciently small /¿ 0 with respect to FP, there is a positive open
book decomposition of @N/(g;n) whose binding is the link L(FP; /).
Proof. The assertion follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.3.
Remark 3.5. The .bration theorem in the unit disk case, which is included in Theorem 3.4, was
.rst proved in [3] in case where an admissible (i.e., connected) divide consists of only immersed
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intervals, and it was re-proved by Hirasawa [19] by using the plumbing construction of .bered links
(cf. [27,18,12]). This second proof includes the case where an admissible divide contains immersed
circles.
4. Tangent vector presentations of the links of admissible divides
In this section we prove the following small lemma, which asserts that the link of an admissible
divide is the set of tangent vectors to that divide.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be an admissible divide in g;n and FP an almost complexi*ed Morse function
associated with P. Suppose that /¿ 0 is su9ciently small with respect to FP. Then the link L(P; /)
coincides with the set
{(x; u)∈ @N/(g;n) | x∈P; u∈Tx(P)};
where Tx(P) is the set of tangent vectors to P at x.
Remark 4.2. In [3,4], the link of a divide in the unit disk is de.ned to be the set of tangent vectors to
the divide, where the divide is not necessary to be admissible. The reason why we used De.nition 2.7
is that the construction of the .brations of admissible divides is similar to that of the Milnor .brations
of hypersurface singularities in [25] (cf. [26]).
Proof. Let ai, i = 1; : : : ; ‘, be the critical points of fP and Wi the neighborhood of ai de.ned in
Section 2. In g;n \
⋃‘
i=1 Wi, since )(x) ≡ 0, FP(x; u) = 0 holds if and only if fP(x) = 0 and
dfP(x)(u) = 0. The former means that the point x lies in P and the latter means that u= 0 if x lies
in the boundary @g;n and otherwise u is orthogonal to the gradient vector dfP at x, namely u is
tangent to P. Thus this coincides with the assertion. In
⋃‘
i=1 Wi, fP has the quadratic form assumed
in De.nition 2.3 (2) and (3) and the assertion can be veri.ed by explicit calculations.
The next follows as a corollary.
Corollary 4.3. The link L(FP; /) of an admissible divide P is independent of the choice of FP if
/¿ 0 is su9ciently small with respect to FP.
Proof. The assertion follows from Lemma 4.1.
5. Regular fronts in g;n
In this section we introduce a regular front representative of a link in @N/(g;n). According to
decomposition (2.2) of N/(g;n) we decompose @N/(g;n) into two pieces, @NA := @Aˆ,; /(g;n) ∩
@N/(g;n) and @NB := @Bˆ,; /(g;n) ∩ @N/(g;n). The .rst piece @NA is homeomorphic to a union of
solid tori whose core curves are @g;n and the second piece @NB is the tangent circle bundle to
B,(g;n). For the sake of simplicity, we will abbreviate B,(g;n) to B.
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A contact element on B is a line tangent to B at a point in B. We now consider co-oriented
contact elements on B. For each point x∈B and local coordinates (x1; x2) in B centered at x, a
co-oriented contact element is represented by the equation
"x := (cos <) dx1 + (sin <) dx2 = 0; (5.1)
where the direction < is the co-orientation of the contact element. The co-oriented contact element
is a point in the cotangent circle bundle to B and it naturally corresponds to a unit tangent vector in
the tangent circle bundle to B (see for instance [8]). Thus the space of co-oriented contact elements
on B corresponds to the tangent circle bundle to B, which is the 3-manifold @NB.
A regular front w in B is a divide in B consisting of only circle components, each of which
is equipped with a co-orientation. Each line tangent to w with the co-orientation is a co-oriented
contact element, and these contact elements constitute a smooth one-dimensional manifold in @NB,
which is called the Legendrian link of the regular front w in B (cf. [9]).
We remark that any link in a tangent circle bundle has a natural front representative possibly with
cusps, but what we need here is a front representative without cusps.
Lemma 5.1. For any link L in @N/(g;n) there is a regular front w in B ⊂ g;n whose Legendrian
link is ambient isotopic to L in @N/(g;n).
The proof which we now present is essentially same as in [13] for the case where g=0 and n=1
(cf. [9]).
Proof. First we isotope the given link L in @N/(g;n) to a link L′ in @NB. This is possible since
@NA is a union of solid tori. By setting L′ in a general position, we assume that the image w′ of
L′ by the natural projection @NB → B has only normal crossings and without cusps. Each point in
L′ corresponds to a pair of a point x in w′ and a unit vector which is tangent to B at x. Thus L′
corresponds to a continuous assignment of unit vectors, which are tangent to B, to the immersed
curve w′. We call this assignment of unit vectors a vector *eld on w′ and denote it by v. The vector
.eld v has the following properties:
• to each double point of w′ two mutually diGerent unit tangent vectors are assigned;
• to each regular point of w′ one unit tangent vector is assigned.
We now consider to isotope this vector .eld v continuously and with preserving the base curve
w′. Note that we do not permit the two mutually diGerent unit vectors at each double point to lie in
the same direction during this isotopy. Clearly, this isotopy move induces an ambient isotopy move
of L′ in @NB ⊂ @N/(g;n). Now we isotope v so that the unit vectors are tangent to B and orthogonal
to w′ except for a .nite number of intervals included in the regular part of w′. In each exceptional
interval, the isotoped vector .eld, denoted by v′, turns once in one of the two possible directions, see
the left in Fig. 2. Let w be a regular front obtained from w′ by replacing each exceptional interval
by a small loop turning once in the direction so that the vector .eld orthogonal to w turns once in
the same direction as v′, see the right in Fig. 2. Here the co-orientation of w is assigned so as to
be consistent with the direction of the orthogonal vector .eld to w. It is easy to observe that the
links corresponding to the two vector .elds described in the .gures in Fig. 2 are ambient isotopic.
Hence the Legendrian link of the regular front w is ambient isotopic to the given link L.
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Fig. 2. Replace an exceptional interval by a suitable small loop. The short segments assigned to w′ (resp. w) represent
the vector .eld v′ (resp. the vector .eld corresponding to the Legendrian link of w).
Remark 5.2. In [9], the existences of regular front representatives of any knots in R3 and R2 × S1
are proved. The R2 × S1 model is same as our case with g = 0 and n = 1, while the R3 model is
diGerent from ours since in that paper R3 is the universal covering space of R2×S1. In either case, to
construct an open book decomposition, we .rst need to compactify the open 3-manifold R3, R2×S1
or @NB. For example, in our case the assertion in Theorem 1.2 results from the compacti.cation
@NB ,→ @N/(g;n) of @NB.
6. Proof of the main theorem
As we mentioned in Remark 2.5, the following theorem includes Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 stated in
the Introduction.
Theorem 6.1. For any link L in @N/(g;n) there is an additional knot K such that L ∪ K is the
binding of a positive open book decomposition of @N/(g;n).
Note that Theorem 6.1 also includes the same assertion for S3, which was proved in [13].
We prepare two lemmas to prove this assertion.
Lemma 6.2. Let w be a regular front in B and assume that w satis*es the admissible condition of
divides. Let w− be the regular front consisting of the same immersed circles as w but equipped with
the co-orientation opposite to w, P an admissible divide consisting of the same immersed circles as
w, and FP an almost complexi*ed Morse function associated with P. Then, for a su9ciently small
/¿ 0 with respect to FP, the Legendrian link of the union of regular fronts w ∪ w− is ambient
isotopic to the link L(FP; /) in @N/(g;n).
Proof. Recall that, by Lemma 4.1, the link L(FP; /) is the set corresponding to the tangent vectors to
P, and, by the de.nition, the Legendrian link of the regular front w∪w− corresponds to the vectors
tangent to B and orthogonal to P. Hence the rotation map @NB → @NB de.ned by (x; u) → (x; ei=2u)
brings L(FP; /) to the Legendrian link of w ∪ w− and so they are ambient isotopic.
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Lemma 6.3. For any link L in the 3-manifold @N/(g;n) there is a positive open book decomposition
of @N/(g;n) whose binding contains the link L.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, there is a Legendrian link L′ and its regular front w such that L′ is ambient
isotopic to the given link L in @N/(g;n). Let P be a divide in g;n consisting of the same immersed
circles as w. If P is admissible then we set P′ := P, and otherwise we add new circle components
to P so that the obtained divide becomes admissible. In this case we denote the obtained admissible
divide by P′. (For example, we can obtain such an admissible divide P′ from P by adding suitable
circle components and then replacing every circle component by two parallel curves.) Now we choose
an almost complexi.ed Morse function FP′ associated with P′ such that /¿ 0 is small enough with
respect to FP′ . Then, by Lemma 6.2, the link L(FP′ ; /) is ambient isotopic to the Legendrian link of
a regular front w′ ∪ w′− where w′ consists of the same immersed circles as P′ and equipped with
some co-orientation, and furthermore we can assume that the co-orientation of w′ is chosen so that
it coincides, on the immersed curves of w, with that of w. In this situation, the Legendrian link of
w is contained in L(FP′ ; /) up to ambient isotopy and so the given link L is also. Thus, by Theorem
3.4, there exists a positive open book decomposition of @N/(g;n) whose binding is L(FP′ ; /), which
contains the link L up to ambient isotopy.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. By Lemma 6.3 there is a positive open book decomposition of @N/(g;n)
whose binding contains the given link L. Suppose that the binding is the link L ∪ L′ where L is
the given link and L′ is the remainder. Then L′ can be replaced by a knot K ′ by plumbing positive
Hopf bands (cf. [27,18,12]) along simple arcs which lie in the page and connect all components of
L′. The obtained open book decomposition is also positive since the monodromy is the product of
the original positive monodromy and the positive Dehn twists along the core curves of the attached
positive Hopf bands (see [27,18,12] again).
7. On positive open book decompositions of other 3-manifolds
In this section we brieRy discuss if other closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifolds have the property
asserted in Theorem 6.1. First recall a few terms used in contact topology. Let Y be a closed,
oriented, smooth 3-manifold. A co-orientable 2-plane .eld @ in the tangent bundle T (Y ) to Y is a
contact structure if it is the kernel of a smooth 1-form " on Y such that " ∧ d" = 0 at every point
in Y . A contact structure is positive if the given orientation of Y coincides with the one induced
by @. A 4-manifold with contact boundary is a pair (M; A), where M is a connected, oriented,
smooth 4-manifold with boundary @M and A is a positive contact structure on @M . A compatible
symplectic form on (M; A) is a symplectic form ! on M such that !|A ¿ 0 at every point in @M . A
contact 3-manifold (Y; @), that is, a closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold Y with contact structure @, is
called (weakly) symplectically *llable if there exists a 4-manifold M with contact boundary (@M; A)
carrying a compatible symplectic form ! and there is an orientation-preserving diGeomorphism C
from Y to @M such that C∗(@) = A. If C is an orientation-preserving diGeomorphism from Y to
connected components @M ′ of @M such that C∗(@) = A|@M ′ then (Y; @) is called (weakly) symplecti-
cally semi-*llable. Note that if a contact manifold is symplectically .llable then it is symplectically
semi-.llable. A contact manifold (Y; @) is called Stein *llable if there exists a Stein 4-manifold M
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such that @M = Y up to biholomorphisms. Here we assumed by de.nition that the boundary of a
Stain manifold is a level set of a proper strictly plurisubharmonic function. If a contact manifold
is Stein .llable then it is symplectically .llable. See for instance [11] for these terms and their
relations. It is worth noting that the Stein .llability is characterized by a result of Eliashberg [10]
which implicitly states that a compact, connected, oriented, smooth 4-manifold is Stein if and only if
it can be obtained, up to orientation-preserving diGeomorphisms, from N/(0; n), n¿ 1, by attaching
so-called Legendrian 2-handles (see [14] Theorem 1.3 for a precise statement), or equivalently, a
connected, closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold is Stein .llable if and only if it can be obtained from
@N/(0; n) by applying so-called Legendrian surgeries (see for instance [11]).
We proved in Theorem 6.1 that for any link L in @N/(g;n) there is an additional knot K such
that L ∪ K is the binding of a positive open book decomposition of @N/(g;n). We will call this
property “Property ∀L”. So, for example, S3, ST (g) and #mS1×S2 have this property. On the other
hand, there are oriented 3-manifolds which do not admit any positive open book decompositions.
This property will be called “Property @L”.
Fact. Every closed, oriented, smooth, non-Stein *llable 3-manifold has Property @L.
This fact is a part of the following result of Loi and Piergallini, and also Akbulut and Ozbagci,
which characterizes Stein .llability in the words of open book decompositions.
Theorem 7.1 (Loi and Piergallini [24], Akbulut and Ozbagci [5]): A closed, oriented, smooth
3-manifold is Stein *llable if and only if it has a positive open book decomposition.
The set of non-Stein .llable 3-manifolds is not empty, that is, there exist closed, oriented 3-
manifolds which are not Stein .llable. The .rst example of such 3-manifolds was given by Lisca
as a consequence of Seiberg–Witten theory.
Theorem 7.2 (Lisca [22]): The homology sphere (2; 3; 5) with reverse orientation is not symplec-
tically semi-*llable. In particular, it is not Stein *llable.
Moreover, it is also mentioned in [22] that the connected sum of the homology spheres (2; 3; 5)
with standard orientation and with reverse orientation is not symplectically semi-.llable with any
choice of orientation. So, we cannot expect a positive open book decomposition of this manifold
even if we change the orientation (cf. [23]).
Now we would like to propose a question concerning Property ∀L of oriented 3-manifolds.
Question 7.3. Does every Stein *llable 3-manifold have Property ∀L?
If the answer is yes, we can conclude that every closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold has either
Property ∀L or Property @L. If the answer is no, there exists a closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold
which has neither Property ∀L nor @L. In this case it would be interesting to .nd an invariant
of 3-manifolds which measures the “binding” obstruction to the existence of positive open book
decompositions.
We conclude the present paper with showing that we can always .nd the additional knot asserted in
Theorem 6.1 if we ignore the “positive” condition of the open book decomposition. As a consequence,
we suggest that it is not interesting to forget the “positive” condition from Property ∀L.
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Theorem 7.4. For any closed, oriented, smooth 3-manifold Y and any link L in Y there is an
additional knot K to L such that L ∪ K is the binding of an open book decomposition of Y.
Proof. A well-known theorem of Lickorish [21] states that any connected, closed, orientable, smooth
3-manifold can be obtained from S3 by applying integral Dehn surgeries along a link. Suppose the
3-manifold Y can be obtained from S3 by integral Dehn surgeries along a link L′ in S3. Let Lˆ denote
the link in S3 corresponding to the given link L via the integral Dehn surgeries and assume that it is
disjoint from the link L′. By Stallings [27] Theorem 3, for the link L′∪ Lˆ in S3 there is a trivial knot
Kˆ disjoint from L′ ∪ Lˆ such that Lˆ∪ Kˆ ∪L′ is a .bered link and, moreover, we can choose Kˆ so that
each component of Lˆ∪L′ has an arbitrarily prescribed linking numbers with Kˆ . In his proof a closed
braid diagram of the .bered link Lˆ∪ Kˆ ∪L′ is described and the .ber surface is given by the natural
Seifert surface of the closed braid diagram. This means that, by changing the linking numbers of
Lˆ∪L′ with Kˆ as we like, we can control the framing of the .ber surface, that is, the linking numbers
of Lˆ ∪ Kˆ ∪ L′ and a link obtained by shifting it in the normal direction to the .ber surface. Now
we choose Kˆ so that the framing of the .ber surface agrees with the surgery coeNcients of Dehn
surgeries along the link L′. Then, by the integral Dehn surgeries, the boundary components of the
.ber surface lying in the boundary of a tubular neighborhood of the link L′ are .lled by meridian
disks of the re-glued solid tori. Thus the obtained 3-manifold by applying these surgeries also has
the construction of an open book decomposition and, moreover, its binding consists of the given
link L and the knot K corresponding to Kˆ via the Dehn surgeries.
Remark 7.5. We can also prove this theorem as a corollary of Theorem 6.1. Let L′ and Lˆ be the
same links as above. Then, by Theorem 6.1, there is an additional knot Kˆ to Lˆ ∪ L′ such that
Lˆ ∪ Kˆ ∪ L′ is the binding of a positive open book decomposition of S3. The point is that we can
modify the framing of the .ber surface by taking connected sums of positive or negative Hopf links
and L′. Therefore, as we did in the above proof, we can modify it so that the framing agrees with
the surgery coeNcients of the required integral Dehn surgeries. The proof is completed by attaching
suitable Hopf bands for making the binding to be connected as we did in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
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